


  Games – Non - Invasion 

Games 

FUNdamentals 



Landmines 
 

HOW TO PLAY 

 10m square grid 

 Collapsible cones of different colours. 

 Make tracks in the snow. – moving forwards 

 Move sideways 

 Move backwards – looking over your shoulder 

 Stop – where are the spaces 

 Point to the spaces and move there 

 Combine movement in two directions 

 Combine movement in three directions 

 Step on two landmines of different colours 

 Move but try to stay in a space of your own – 
spatial awareness. 

 On the call,stop and stand still 

 

Key Focus: Agility 

Change  
Activity  

frequently 

Games 



SPACE  Make the space bigger 

 

 Split group and they run across grid at same  

     time 

TASK  Move one way(forward or sideways) 

 

 Don’t step on the landmines 

 Move in different directions 

EQUIPMENT  Use lighter softer balls 

 Reduce the number of cones used 

 Introduce a ball 

Pick up cone and use a steering wheel 

PEOPLE  Reduce the number in the grid  Swerve as you meet some one ‘beep beep’ 

 Touch 4 cones of same colour with toe 

Safety: 

 No obstacles on playing surface 

Potential to bump into others in the grid 

highlighted 

Look over shoulder when moving back 

Don’t cross feet over when moving 

Checklist…. Is each player 

 Moving in different directions and making tracks in the snow?? 

 Aware of the space in the grid? 

 Challenged by the activities set? 

Having FUN? 

Challenge Easier Harder 

Equipment: 

Coloured soft 

multi markers 

Focus: Agility, Movement, Spatial 

Awareness, Co-operation, 

Communication, Numeracy, 

Colours 

Questions: 

Did you make them aware of safety? 

Did you make them travel in different directions? 

Did you encourage them to find space? 

Key Words: Spatial awareness / Spaces / Communication/  

Observe others / Movement / Different directions /  
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HOW TO PLAY 

10 Players in pairs 

Each pair sets out two cones, 1 m 

apart and punt pass the ball to each 

other the target is the goal (cones). 

Pair then move and repeat this working 

their way around the five sets of goals 

The course is complete when a goal 

has been scored through each pair of 

markers. 

Pick two players to act a goalkeepers. 

They move and block goals, the other 

layers must find the free goals to make 

a score. 

  Find a Goal 

Goal 

Find  

another  

Goal 

Find  

another  

Goal 

Key Focus: Punt pass 
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SPACE Increase the space Decrease the space 

TASK Use walking pace then jogging pace 

Begin by throwing and catching 

Kick ball to each other from further away 

Use first time passing 

EQUIPMENT Make goals bigger Use different size balls 

PEOPLE Move in clockwise direction Introduce defenders 

Safety: 
 Avoid dangerous challenges 

 Leave enough space between  

    each group 

Checklist…. Is each player 
Passing and soloing with both feet? 

Co-operating with their partner? 

Achieving the task set?? 

Moving through out the whole area? 

Weighting the pass correctly? 

Challenge Easier Harder 

Equipment: 
5 footballs, 10 

cones, multi 

markers, bibs 

Focus: Movement, Spatial 

Awareness, Catching, Kicking,  

Support play. Co-operation, 

Goalkeeping 

Questions: 
Did you help to supervise the game? 

Did you help to change the goalkeepers? 

Did you encourage players and spot and fix problems? 

Key Words: Movement / good first touch on ball / Be direct/ keep possession/ 

Best route / Compare performance/ Accuracy 
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4 v 1- rotate the defender 

HOW TO PLAY 

Start with 5 players in each area.  

Use an area approx. 10m x 10m 

4 attackers stay outside the area, 1 defender 
insider the area. 

Defenders stay inside the area the attackers 
outside the area 

Attackers score 2 points when they make a 
successful pass across the area. 

Change the defender every 30 seconds. 

Attackers must move along the line to make 
an angle for the the passer , to complete their 
pass. 

Players should play a punt pass to score 2 
points. 

Lobbed passes score one point. 

Key Focus: Passing 

Ten Passes 

Or  

30 sec in middle 
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SPACE Increase the space Decrease the space 

TASK Play 1-2-3-4 around the square Play 3v1 with attackers allowed to move to     

different lines (only one on a line at a time) 

EQUIPMENT Use bright coloured balls use soft balls Use different size balls 

PEOPLE  Play 4 v 2 inside the grid, the defenders (2) 

must intercept the ball 

Safety: 
 

 Only move on coaches whistle. 

 Avoid dangerous challenges 

 Leave enough space between  

     each group 

Checklist…. Is each player 
 Disguising the passes? 

 Keeping the ball low or high? 

 Passing with both feet? 

 Using the fist pass, when receiver is near? 

 Weighting the pass correctly? 

Challenge Easier Harder 

Equipment: 
3 footballs, 12 

cones, multi 

markers, bibs 

Focus: Movement, Spatial 

Awareness, Catching, Kicking,  

Support 

Questions: 
Did you help to supervise the game? 

Did you help to change the defenders? 

Did you encourage players and spot and fix problems? 

Key Words: Movement / good first touch on ball /Disguise/ Conceal  

Head up / Support on the ball/ Angle of Support/Watch the ball/ Covering 
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Over the Road- non invasive 
 

HOW TO PLAY 

 20 x 30 m pitch. 

 5 players per team. 

 1 football in the game – develop to 2. 

 3 m wide road - two rows of cones across the 

middle as per diagram.  

 No player can step on the road. 

 Kick the ball into the oppositions grid  

 Score if the ball touches the ground.  

 Defend the free spaces when not in 

possession 

 
The Road 

5 min  

each way 

Key Focus Kick & Catch 
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SPACE Shorten the pitch 

Narrow the road (‘C’ class) 

 Make the pitch wider and longer 

 Make the road wider (‘Motorway’) 

TASK Kick the ball off the ground 

Carry to edge of river and kick 

 Bounce and solo to edge and kick 

 Make a pass before kicking back across 

EQUIPMENT Use lighter softer balls 

Reduce the number of balls being used 

 Increase the number of footballs / small balls 

PEOPLE Increase numbers on one side 

 

Safety: 

 No obstacles on playing surface 

 Watch for footballs in flight 

 Use light balls for younger kids 

 Make players aware of potential 

to bump into others in their grid 

Checklist…. Is each player 

 Taking a step before kicking the ball? 

 Kicking off the laces and using a hard foot? 

 Dropping the ball  from right hand to right foot / left hand to left foot? 

 Bouncing and catching the ball every four steps? 

 Defending the spaces quickly after the kick? 

Challenge Easier Harder 

Equipment: 
4 footballs, hurls / 

small balls/ multi 

markers 

Focus: Agility, Movement, Spatial 

Awareness, Co-operation, 

Communication, Catching, Kicking, 

Numeracy, Colours 

Questions: 

Did you keep the score? 

Did you encourage kids to step up to edge of road? 

Did you encourage them to look left and right? 

Key Words: Look for Space / Off Laces / Hard Foot / Same Hand Same Foot/ 

 Watch Ball / Watch Movement of Other / Kick to the Space 
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Hit the Kerbs - non invasive 
 

HOW TO PLAY 

 20 x 30 m pitch. 

 5 players per team. 

 1 football in the game – develop using 2 balls. 

 3 m wide road - two rows of cones across the 
middle as per diagram.  

 No player can step on the road. 

 Scoring Variations: 

 Score if the ball hits the oppositions kerb 

 Score if the ball hits the white line.  

 Score if it hits the white line and bounces into 
the opposite grid 

 Score if it travels through the goal at front 

 Two POINTS if it travels through goal at back 

 Score if it is caught clean 

 Defend the free spaces when not in possession 

 
The Road 

Key Focus: Kick long / short 

Hit the  

Target 
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SPACE  Widen the pitch 

 Narrow the road (‘C’ class) 

 Make the pitch longer 

 Make the road wider (‘Motorway’) 

TASK  Kick the ball to hit the white line 

 Carry to edge of river and kick 

 Kick the ball off the kerb 

 Kick the ball off the white line and into grid 

EQUIPMENT  Kick ball through goals at front of grid  Kick ball into goals at the back of grid 

Introduce goals along the sides of the grid 

PEOPLE  Reduce numbers in grid  Player numbers increased 

Safety: 

 No obstacles on playing surface 

 Watch for footballs in flight 

 Use light balls for younger kids 

 Make players aware of potential 

to bump into others in their grid 

Checklist…. Is each player 

 Taking a step before kicking the ball and using a hard foot? 

 Dropping the ball  from right hand to right foot / left hand to left foot? 

 Bouncing and catching the ball every four steps? 

 Co-operating with the others in the grid? 

Looking long and short and right and left? 

Challenge Easier Harder 

Equipment: 

4 footballs, 12 

cones, multi 

markers 

Focus: Agility, Movement, Spatial 

Awareness, Co-operation, 

Communication, Catching, Kicking 

long and short, Passing,  

Questions: 

Did you encourage kids to look long and short? 

Did you encourage them to look left and right? 

Key Words: Look for Space / Look Long / Look Short/ Look Right/ Look Left /Hard Foot/ Laces/  

Head down/ Right hand Right foot / Left hand Left foot / Hit the Target 
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Hit the Corners – non invasive 

HOW TO PLAY 

 20 x 30 m pitch. 

 5 players per team. 

 1 football in the game – develop with 2 

 3 m wide road - two rows of cones across 
the middle as per diagram.  

 No player can step on the road. 

 Player must stay out of the corner zones 
until the ball is kicked 

 When players retrieve the ball the work it in 
their grid switching the point of attack until 
the opportunity arises to hit one of the two 
corners. 

 Team scores by getting the ball into the 
corner zones 

 
The Road 

Key Focus: Kick deep 

Hit the  

Corners 
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SPACE Make the corner zones larger 

Create a zone in the middle of the grid 

 Make the corner zones smaller 

 Introduce corner zones at the front of grid 

TASK Kick the ball into a central zone 

Allow extra hand pass 

 Ball must bounce before entering the zone 

 Make max 2 passes before kicking back 

EQUIPMENT Use lighter softer balls that hang 

Reduce the number of balls being used 

 Increase the number of balls being used 

 

PEOPLE Allow one person to stay in the zone Cannot move into the zone until the ball has  

    crossed the road 

Safety: 

 No obstacles on playing surface 

 Watch for footballs in flight 

 Use light balls for younger kids 

 Make players aware of potential 

to bump into others in their grid 

Checklist…. Is each player 

 Involved in the activity? 

 Using proper technique? 

 Achieving the task set – getting the ball deep into the corner zones? 

 Involved in the movement of the ball in the grid? 

 Defending the spaces quickly when the ball is kicked into their grid? 

Challenge Easier Harder 

Equipment: 

4 footballs, 16 

cones, multi 

markers 

Focus: Agility, Spatial Awareness, 

Co-operation, Communication, 

Catching, Kicking deep to corners, 

Changing point of attack 

Questions: 

Did players stay outside zones until ball kicked? 

Did you encourage kids to move ball around grid? 

Did you encourage them to disguise pass? 

Key Words: Look for Space Deep in Corners / Off Laces / Hard Foot / Same Hand Same Foot/  

Watch Ball / Watch Team / Change point of attack / Switch Play/ Minimise hand passing 
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